Using a pedestrian tracking system on laser scanners, the big data for office-workers' trajectories can provide detailed deep insights on workplace designs. In the analysis of tracking data, it is necessary to represent them on maps so that the relationships between spatial and temporal features can be understood clearly to comprehend characteristics of their working style. In this paper, two methods to extract patterns of "Spatio-temporal activity" are described. One is the time zone extraction model, i.e. a latent class model using the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI). Numerical studies demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed models.
A pedestrian tracking system on highly accurate laser scanners is an effective method to understand the usage of the facility space. In addition, the big data for office-workers' trajectories can provide detailed deep insights on workplace designs. In the analysis of the tracking data, it is necessary to represent them on maps so that the relationships between spatial and temporal features can be understood clearly to comprehend characteristics of their working style. It is difficult, however, to compactly represent the spatiotemporal distribution of their activities throughout the working day, because the data size is too large to avoid overlap expressions. In this paper, we discuss methods analyzing large sets of office-workers' trajectory data to discover patterns of "Space-Time-Behavior" and other useful information. Two methods to extract the spatio-temporal activity are described, i.e. the time zone extraction model and the day scene extraction model.
(1) Time zone extraction model
The time zone extraction model is described as a classification model in which the time series data of 10 minute units on the activity data are organized to some classes of compact groups. In particular, the frequency distribution table of "temporal units × walking speed units" consisted of 84 columns × 32 lines, being collected in an actual office, is categorized into 11 classes of the time zones expressing the time sections from the specific starting time to the ending time, and 6 classes of the walking speed zones, being categorized into "moving fast", "moving slowly" and "standing to talk", on the basis of the information loss minimization model. The extracted time zones are given interpretation of meanings of their activity, such as "Beginning of office hours", "Morning and Evening meeting hours" and "Gathering hours for a considerable length of time on overtime hours", and so on.
(2) Day scene extraction model
The day scene extraction model is described as a latent class model in which the co-occurrence distribution table of "spatial × temporal× walking speed units" is classified probabilistically into some latent patterns. In particular, the observed data is broken down into 12 latent patterns described as day scenes on the basis of the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI), deriving a lowdimensional representation of the observed variables in terms of their affinity to certain hidden variables.
The extracted day scenes are expressed various patterns of "spatio-temporal activities", such as "Main traffic line", "Morning and Evening meeting scenes" and "Gathering scenes on several spots, being indicating the seats of the key-persons of the social communication in office", and so on.
By applying the proposed models to the observation data of the actual office spaces, we demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed models for extracting patterns. （2015 年 1 月 9 日原稿受理，2015 年 3 月 9 日採用決定）
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